Containment Failure: Ms. Splosion Man Finds iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch Devices

“I thought the ’sploding was over,” weep distraught Scientists

March 28th, 2013 - Austin, TX - Though tragic, the destruction wrought by the escaped sentient plasma known only as Ms. Splosion Man looked to be contained to the lands of XBLA. Big Science picked up the pieces, and that which was once sploded has been rebuilt. Dangers that should never have been forgotten have faded into memory. But today, Twisted Pixel Games announces terrifying news. Ms. Splosion Man survives, and her outbreak will spread further than even the most dire forecasts had predicted, with a splode radius large enough to reach iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices, once thought a safe haven against this agent of devastation.

Reports are trickling in from several sectors, hinting at mutations Ms. Splosion Man has undergone while travelling between the different platforms.

The iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch version sports new features like 6 Splosive Powerups, 1,500 Challenges, and 10 Tiers of Fame, all built on a completely revamped BEARD Engine optimized to bring smooth, fluid movement and control to touch screens. On the Retina Display, Ms. Splosion Man is one of the most visually striking and beautiful platforming games the mobile market has to offer, taking full advantage of the latest hardware. Three exotic worlds, 50 levels of gameplay, and all of the new features are available on the App Store today for $2.99.

For further information and to download the all new gameplay trailer, and screenshots please visit www.twistedpixelgames.com and our press kit.

About Twisted Pixel Games, LLC
Twisted Pixel is the studio behind the 2009 IGF finalist and 2008 PAX 10 Audience Choice Award winning game The Maw, followed by the award winning Splosion Man, Comic Jumper, Ms. Splosion Man, Kinect exclusive The Gunstringer and recently announced LocoCycle. Twisted
Pixel continues their focus on creating character-driven original games, now with the support of Microsoft Studios following the team’s acquisition in 2011. Learn more at www.TwistedPixelGames.com and Twitter @twisted_pixel.
GUESS WHO’S GOING MOBILE?

“ONE OF THE BEST 2D PLATFORMERS EVER MADE” - MACHINIMA

“MOST BUTT CHEEKS CLENCHED AWARD” - DESTRUCTOID

“THE BEST ENDING OF ALL TIME” “10 OUT OF 10” - JOYSTIQ
3 EXOTIC LOCATIONS
50 CRAZY LEVELS

4 EPIC BOSSES

INTRODUCING POWERUPS
6 NEW WAYS TO SPLODE!
FAME TO DO LIST

- Beat Wannabe ghost
- Destroy at least 3 objects
- Dance for 1 second

INTRODUCING THE FAME SYSTEM
COMPLETE 1,500 CHALLENGES!